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Issue Number 861

Editor’s Comments
In this issue, there are details of our next meeting to
be held on Thursday September 3 at 7:30 pm, which
will be a Zoom Virtual Meeting held via the Internet.
The next several meetings will likely also be Internet
meetings. From my recent past experiences, and
with access to a computer, it is easy to logon to such
a meeting. See the details on Page 2.
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President’s Comments
May, 2020
By Chris Mayhew

Fellow railroad club members,
Harmony Lodge: I hope you are all doing well. Frank Koch (of Harmony Lodge and NMRA)
has told me recently that the first buyer of Harmony Lodge did not close the deal. So, Harmony Lodge's owners are moving forward to sell to one of several other buyers who are also serious. It's still possible that the first buyer could jump in again, but it sounds like there could be
some further news on who might end up buying the property within 30-60 days. Frank has already relayed the club's interest to the other potential owners in continuing to have meetings
there and possibly even inquiring about leasing the front room for an office/clubroom area.
Otis Flinchpaugh: Longtime member Otis B. Flinchpaugh Jr. died Sunday, Aug. 2 after several months of battling medical issues. There is so much to say about "Odie" as many of us
knew him affectionately, that a more proper examination is deserved in a future edition of
H&M of his legacy as a historic preservationist, collector, railfan and generally being a goodnatured person who loved to share his knowledge. He was an active member of the club's
foundation board and has been an active participant in general membership and board meetings.
On meetings: People who participated in our first Zoom video conference meeting overwhelming told me it was a welcome addition. Unfortunately, we are still unable to physically
meet in person in groups larger than 10 people per Ohio COVID-19 governor's orders. I presented the program on Cincinnati's riverfront railroads, and the plan is to present an expanded
version in person whenever we get back to in-person meetings. Stay tuned for club emails announcing Zoom social gatherings, which include presentations. Charles Bogart agreed to present Ashland to Louisville by Postcard Views at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, Aug. 6. The plan is to
have a 7:30 p.m. Sept. 3 Zoom meeting as well. Who the presenter will be is still being
worked out. Can you present a digital program? Reach out to me at
chris.mayhew611@gmail.com. We're looking to book future programs.
Something new: Also, I have created a new way for us as club members to discuss and share
information, drawings, scans of documents and/or photos. This is a .IO group with the address https://groups.io/g/cincinnatirailroadclub/topics.
The forum works in a way that people who sign up for it can opt to receive emails whenever
there is a new post, or to not receive any email alerts at all.
I set the group to private so that it can be amongst ourselves. I'd prefer to not have nonmembers trying to crash into the group...unless they join and become members. I will send an
invite out to members, and we'll already have a few files including some Cincinnati riverfront
historic map PDF files and some files from Dave Bossart pulled from the old B&O files.
My hope is we can continue to discuss our love of trains anytime using this platform.
- Chris Mayhew
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Amtrak News
By W. Mike Weber

As of the first week in August, the new staffing position for Amtrak Cincinnati is
not filled. I hear reasons include part-time hours, no benefits, and $20 an hour. (Maybe
that is the problem).
New Siemens passenger cars may be arriving in the Midwest soon. They have already
been photographed at the factory in California. Colors are very much like what Wisconsin planned to do before funding cut, very visible and welcoming, in my opinion. Maybe photos will show next month? Obviously, the cars will operate from the Chicago hub
on state-sponsored trains, as well as some other routes. TOO BAD we don't build passenger trains in Ohio!!
New Siemens locomotives can be expected for long distance and regional services in the
near future. Amtrak has an interim paint job until a final design is complete. They will
have a locomotive painted in honor of Amtrak’s 50th birthday in May of 2021. That will
be something for rail fans to chase. The engines will be designated ALC-52, providing
more head end power for longer trains. The engines inside the locomotives come from
Indiana (Cummins). The initial order is for 75 locomotives, with options for more.
As of this first week in August, the House of Representatives has legislation that will allow Amtrak to survive the COVID-19 PROBLEM!! (without cuts to daily service). The SENATE has not acted. There is the very real threat that October 1 service
days will be reduced on Long Distance routes. This has proven to be a failed and costly
error in the past. Telephone Congress 1 202 224-3121.
The City of Cincinnati Council has voted to return the Streetcar to operation!! (over the
objection of the mayor). There will probably be a late August start up. Hooray!! Let's do a club trip staying 8 feet apart!!
New ACELA trains are testing in the Northeast, 28 8-car trains replacing 20 6-car trains.
This should be a marketing challenge for Amtrak. (and an opportunity). Along the
same lines the creaky bridge at Kearney, New Jersey is funded for replacement --- another major choke point on the Northeast Corridor going away.
W. Mike Weber
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CSXT’s JACKSON KENTUCKY YARD GONE
By Charles H. Bogart

In 1910, the Louisville & Nashville Railroad (L&N) established a railyard at Jackson, Kentucky, to serve the local coal
industry. The Jackson Yard was an auxiliary yard to L&N’s Ravenna Kentucky Yard. The Jackson Yard received cuts
of empty coal cars from Ravenna for distribution to local mines and served as a marshalling point for coal cars that had
been filled by the local mines. There was a constant movement of empty hoppers and gondolas from Ravenna to Jackson and hoppers and gondolas loaded with coal traveling from Jackson to Ravenna. This to and fro of empty and loaded coal cars between Ravenna and Jackson continued under CSXT management until circa 2017.
The start of
st
the 21 century saw coal production in the Jackson area start to fall; by 2010 there was only one active coal tipple in
the area. This tipple at Elkatawa is still active. Early in 2017, CSXT transferred the one remaining locomotive crew
based at Jackson to the Hazard Kentucky Yard. Since that time, the Jackson Yard has sat empty with the exception of a
derelict mine goat and two bad order boxcars. The yard’s passing track had been converted to car storage use.
On Monday, 29 June 2020, CSXT began to take out the Jackson Yard track. The yard track was severed from the
mainline just west of the switch that connected the yard to the mainline. Upon hearing that the Jackson Yard was being
demolished, Mary Ann and I drove up to Jackson to see if the rumor was true. Yes, it was true, as upon arrival we
found a CSXT Maintenance-of-Way gang ripping up the yard’s track. A brief conversation with the gang during their
lunch break turned up the fact that they understood that the yard office buildings were going to be sold to some individual for some unknown use or else torn down.
On Friday, 3 July 2020, I had to go to Harlan, Kentucky, to make final arrangements for the CSXT Historical Society
to visit a coal mine and a coal load out on 18 & 19 September 2020. My return trip was via KY 15 to the Mountain
Parkway. This allowed me to stop and check CSXT’s progress in taking out the Jackson Yard. When I got to the site of
the Jackson Yard, there was no yard. The track was completely gone; however, the mine goat and its two boxcars were
sitting landlocked on their own small section of track, and the yard buildings were still standing.
My understanding is that there are only four operating coal mines in the Jackson/Hazard area sending out coal by rail.
This is down from over 150 active coal mines working in the area in 1990. The year 2020 may be your last chance to
see coal moving by rail in Eastern Kentucky.

A view west into the Jackson
Yard from where the yard
track leaves the mainline

All photos by Charles Bogart
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CSXT’s JACKSON KENTUCKY YARD GONE, Continued from Page 4

The CSXT crew at work
removing the yard track

The derelict Kentucky May Coal Company locomotive and its two box cars,
which have sat in the Jackson Yard for
the past 10-years, are now landlocked. The locomotive and box cars
were supposedly bought by Mr. Corman; however, R J Corman Group can
find no ownership title and, thus, they
sit at Jackson.

Jackson Yard offices

Looking east from the east
entrance to the Jackson Yard
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CSXT’s JACKSON KENTUCKY YARD GONE, Continued from Page 5

A view east from the west end of
the Jackson Yard following CSXT’s
removal of the track

A view west from the east
entrance to the Jackson Yard

The Kentucky May
Company locomotive
sits landlocked at the
end of what was the
Jackson Yard.

Coal
now
west
CSXT

The passing track with its
stored cars is to the right of
the locomotive.
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SMALL CLUB GATHERINGS
By Dennis Teagle

Nine members (Mike Weber, Dan Macke, Frank Rebman, Dennis Teagle, Jim Edmonston, Willie Davis, Kerry Henkener, Tom Brueggeman, and Jim O'Dell) of the Cincinnati Railroad Club went to Marion, Ohio on
April 30, 2008 to visit the interlocking tower and the displays of other interlocking machines along with a tour
of the Marion Union station. A good time was had by all. Trainwatching and taking pictures took up the rest of
a long day.
On November 15, 2008 eight members went again to Marion, Ohio on a snowy day. Before reaching Marion
they stopped first at Sidney, Ohio to view the impressive Viaduct (Big 4, NYC, PC, Conrail and now CSX)
and check out the train station, which now houses a model railroad layout. Bellefontaine Tower was the next
stop on their way to Marion. The group was given a tour of the Marion Union Station by Pete White and
George of the Marion group. The group then went to eat at The Shovel, a local restaurant next to the station
and then headed home. Everyone came home happy after a cold and snowy day of railfaning.

On October 30, 2010 members of the Cincinnati Railroad Club went in a small van to The Wabash Valley Railroaders Museum in Terre Haute, IN seeing both Spring Hill and Haley restored towers. On the way there they had breakfast in the Monon Restaurant and finished the day eating dinner at the Steak 'n Shake outside Indianapolis, IN.
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SMALL CLUB GATHERINGS, Continued from Page 7

On November 11, 2012 a few members of the Cincinnati Railroad Club and two non-members
visited the C&O Heritage Center in Clifton Forge, Va and had lunch at the Jack Mason's Tavern.

On March 17, 2013 ten members and guests took a caboose ride trip on the Whitewater Valley Railroad.
Members on the trip were Jim Ariss, Bob Martin, Michael Black, Gary Kleinfelter, Gary Woods, and Jim Corbett.
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SMALL CLUB GATHERINGS, Continued from Page 8
On a Saturday in April 2017 Six members met at the Erlanger Southern depot for some trainwatching and a tour
inside the depot and inside the restored Southern caboose. The members are Charlie Causey, Dennis Teagle, Randy
Krumm, Walt Norman, Dennis Palmer and Gary woods.

On October 29, 2017 club members took
the Cardinal train to Hinton, WV arriving
ahead of the “New River Train”. Members
are Mike Weber, John Rockwell, Barbara
Zimmerman, Dennis Palmer, Dennis Teagle, Bryan Cash, Al Ringshausers, Randy
Krumm, Dave Puthoff and Jeff Hirsh.
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SMALL CLUB GATHERINGS, Continued from Page 9
On May 19, 2018 Cincinnati Railroad Club members rode the Cincinnati Dinner Train

On December 15, 2018 Cincinnati Railroad Club members rode the Cincinnati Streetcar around town
and had lunch at Harvest Pizzeria.
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A SPUR IN NORTHSIDE
By Dave Bossart

A few moons ago, when the Cincinnati Railroad Club was clearing some needed space in its warehouse by
declaring some items surplus , I came into possession of a couple of file boxes of old Baltimore & Ohio
(B&O) files. One of my projects has been to try and document the contents of these boxes. The following is
an attempt to share a portion of one of these files, File 57-R-8-89 Pierson Coal Company, Northside Ohio.
While it is certainly not the most earth-shattering event in railroad history, it does give some insights into the
interactions between the B&O and its customer, Pierson Coal.
B&O owned and maintained a spur track off its bygone Toledo Division mainline tracks running through the
Cincinnati neighborhood of Northside (ex-Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton tracks). B&O filed for abandonment of its mainline through Northside in 1966. This spur served the Pierson Coal Company at 1675
Hoffner Street. Figure 1 shows a small sketch of the location of Pierson Coal and the mainline tracks in relation to existing streets. As a side note another spur track served the Pierson Lumber yard located on the opposite side of the mainline tracks.

Figure 1 - Approximate location of Pierson Coal

In May of 1931, Pierson Coal requested changes
on the existing track which would allow them to
unload two cars using a track hopper being purchased from the Gifford-Wood Company. The
Industrial Agent, G. W. Arnold, requested an estimate and plan be produced for Pierson Coal’s
requirements. Figures 2 & 3 are the results of
this request. Figure 2 is a portion of drawing
showing both the existing track and the relocated/
extended track. Figure 3 is an estimate sheet
with the labor and material required for the track
relocation/extension. Plans of the unloading hopper were sent to the B&O and were approved by
the Bridge Engineer, Mr. Stimson. Mr. Stimson
did express some concern over the fact that there
was no mention of providing a cover over the pit
when it was not in use. Because the pit was behind a fence and outside the mainline track right
of way the hopper was approved, but Mr. Stimson did ask that the matter to be brought to the
attention of Pierson Coal.

On July 17, 1931 Pierson Coal Company issued a check for $570 to the B&O. While the file is not completely clear it appears as if the track was started in late July.
For anyone interested in seeing the entire file, it will be available in the “Files” area of a soon to be
launched Cincinnati Railroad Club member-only forum. This file contains the correspondence and drawings regarding this extension/relocation as well as other dealings between the B&O and Pierson Coal &
Lumber Company. These other dealings include adding a bumper to the spur track serving the Lumber
Yard as well as an estimate of using the track serving the Coal Yard to also serve William Reehl in the old
Sheiffle Shoe Company Plant located across Hoffner Street from the Coal Yard. From the contents of the
file it appears as if the track to serve William Reehl never happened. Hope you enjoy.
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A Spur in Northside, Continued from Page 11

Figure 2 - Portion of drawing showing
present track and relocated track

Figure 3 - Estimate sheet of
relocation/extension of spur
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John Biehn’s Steam News For June 2020
Courtesy of Jim Corbett
Future Canadian Steam...The journey to return a central Alberta steam engine legend to the rails has begun. The Spirit of Alberta No. 6060 has been parked near Stettler since 2012, awaiting repairs to its massive boiler, a huge job that is expected to cost $650,000. Society volunteers itching to get started on the
restoration decided to go ahead with the first task...replacing about 70 staybolts on the engine that rolled
out of a Montreal train works in 1944.
"We thought we've got enough money to do the first step, so we thought, "What the heck, let's do it," said
society member Rich Graydon. "We're putting some money into the economy at the same time
and,. hopefully, encourage some other non-profits to try to do things to keep the economy going." A team
of boiler specialists from Edmonton-based dfBoiler Tube Industries will complete the tricky job of removing all of the remaining staybolts.
For the society, getting this far has been an achievement and a tribute to its member's dedication to
preserving a unique piece of railway history. The journey began when a routine safety inspection of the
boiler using x-ray type equipment detected anomalies in the metal. That immediately set off alarm bells,
because the boiler is under 260 per square inch of pressure and safety is paramount. Pieces of the boiler
were cut out for further testing. Between the testing and developing a repair plan, the society has spent
about $130,000 over the past eight years.
Built during the Second World War, innovative techniques were used to save metal, which turned out to
be hugely successful. Unlike most locomotives, 6060 could operate as a passenger locomotive, while having the different pulling power required for a freight locomotive. The locomotive is really a unique design.
The conical nose on this 4-8-2 was Canadian National's first attempt at streamlining steam engines. When
it is up and running, this locomotive will be the largest operating steam engine in Canada.
Despite the intimidating cost of full repairs, the Rocky Mountain Rail Society remains optimistic that
6060 will one day be pulling passengers again for Alberta Prairie Steam Tours, which offers steam engine
trips from Stettler to Big Valley. Spirit of Alberta 6060's career ended in 1959 and it became a static display in Jasper in 1962. It was restored by CN a decade later and ran steam tours out of Toronto until it was
gifted to Alberta in 1980. It began operating with Alberta Prairie Steam Tours in 1998.
(Thanks to Paul Cowley, Red Deer Advocate, via Tom Schultz)

Washout Cuts Off Durango Train From Silverton...A recent rainstorm has washed out a significant
portion of the Durango & Silverton Narrow Gauge Railroad's tracks, effectively cutting off the railroad
from Silverton for the next four to twelve weeks. (as of this writing)
"What a devastating situation for us," said John Harper, general manager of American Heritage Railways,
which owns the D&SNG. Mr. Harper said a hiker alerted the railroad of a massive log jam at one of the
railroad's bridges that crosses Elk Creek, a tributary of the Animas River about five miles below Silverton. Upon further inspection, it appears a recent significant rainstorm brought down a massive amount of
debris from the Elk Creek drainage, which jammed at the railroad's bridge. The log jam then caused Elk
Creek to overflow and wash out more than forty feet of the railroad's tracks. "Now, we can't get through,
and have no access to Silverton," Harper said. "It's going to take a significant effort from the railroad,"
he said. "It's not going to be fixed in the next month or two."
Harper also said that the bridge is at risk for significant damage. The news likely comes as a significant
setback for Silverton businesses...a tourist-dependent economy that elies heavily on the riders that the
railroad brings to town. "It's not good for anyone, unfortunately," Harper said. "But we'll get through it.
It's just another bump in the road. Hopefully we'll get to Silverton toward the end of summer."
(Thanks to Jonathon Romeo, The Durango Herald)
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John Biehn’s Steam News, Continued from Page 13
No Steam at North Shore Scenic in 2020...The North Shore Scenic Railroad, located in Duluth, Minnesota
was planning to run their Duluth & Northeastern No. 28 this year on a reduced schedule of just three weekends.
The trips were to run from Duluth to Two Harbors. However, the railroad decided recently not to run the steam
engine this year after consultations with the FRA and several of their suppliers.
Due to COVID-19, one of the suppliers was closed and the work on the safety valves delayed. The railroad had
planned to do test and training runs in late spring. Now we don't expect the pop valves to be done until the middle or end of July. It was determined that they would run steam in 2021 and ask the FRA for a one year extension on their 15 year boiler license.
So this year instead of running steam...the railroad will do some extensive work on the engine: 1. air compressor work, replace the two on the engine with a rebuilt one from the Friends of the 261. 2. Tighten up the running
gear some more. 3. Install a new radio and headphone system in the cab.
Steam will run next year on the North Shore Scenic Railroad.
(Thanks to Ken Buehler, Executive Director)
Steam In Wisconsin...Today, a ticket on the Lumberjack Steam Train takes riders to the site of an Old Logging
Camp. Lumberjacks numbered their camps, and this was Camp 5. Today, Camp 5 houses many attractions.
The steam train consisting of two passenger coaches and three caboose is hauled by No. 4, a 2-6-2
"Prairie" type steam locomotive built by the Vulcan Iron Works in 1916.
The 2020 season just began on July 1 and lasts through August 22. Despite Covid-19, the train is running Tuesday through Saturday. It departs the Laona, Wisconsin depot at 10,11 Noon and 1 P.M. For train information,
call 715-674-3414.
City Seeks Safety Info for Locomotive...Sheridan, Wyoming City Council members asked city staff for additional information on health and safety concerns regarding the former CB&Q No. 5631, an 0-5A 4-8-4 that resides in Rotary Park before they consider any decision on its future. According to city engineer Hanns Mercer,
the presence of asbestos and the deteriorating state of the locomotive prompted staff to seek possible paths forward. Council members decided full restoration would be too costly, but asked city staff to pursue bids for asbestos abatement and remediation. The city received three bids and at a recent council session, city staff recommended the selection of Wasatch Railroad Contractors. Mercer noted that Wasatch has experience specifically
with historical locomotives, and suggested removing parts on the train that contain asbestos and replacing them
with replicas.
Members of the council expressed concern about the price of the abatement, but some expressed concern about
the safety. City staff said they'd have the situation assessed to help in the council's decision on how to move forward. Councilman Thayer Shafer said he had visited with a local resident interested in leading the drive to cosmetically restore the historical train. The man indicated he felt confident money could be raised for the project.
No matter what, asbestos would likely have to be removed before any other restoration efforts could begin.
After city staff approached the council in 2019 to examine the future of the CB&Q steam locomotive,which was
Donated to the city in 1962, members of the public advocated to save and restore it. The council recently came
up with four options that vary in the amount of work to be done and the accompanying cost of each option.
Mayor Roger Miller noted that while the cost of the abatement and restoration are high, the historical piece
does sit in one of the city's gateway districts and is part of the Sheridan Railroad Historic District. Its role in
that, and its appearance, he suggested, should play a role in the locomotive's future and the city's role in it.
Council members will postpone any decisions on the locomotive until they obtain additional information regarding the safety concerns expressed.
(Thanks to Matthew Gaston, The Sheridan Press, via Tom Schultz)
Steam in North Carolina...Beginning Friday July 17, Tweetsie Railroad will open with limited weekend operations. Friday through Sunday, 10:00 a.m to 6:00 p.m. During this phase of operation, the park will be limiting
capacity. Therefore all guests need to pre-purchase tickets for a specific date and train ride time.
Golden Rail Season Pass holders will have the first chance to reserve a daily admission and train ride. Tickets
for the July 17-19 opening are available now for season pass holders. On Friday, July 17, the general public will
be able to buy the remaining tickets by calling 866-893-3874.
The Tweetsie Railroad in Blowing Rock, North Carolina operates two narrow gauge steam locomotives:
Tweetsie Railroad No. 12, a 1917 Baldwin built 4-6-0 , ex Eastern Tennessee & Western North Carolina and
Tweetsie Railroad No. 190, a Baldwin built 2-8-2 in 1943 and used on the White Pass & Yukon Railway.
(Thanks to Bill Fisher GoBlueRidge.net via Tom Schultz)
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John Biehn’s Steam News, Continued from Page 14
Future Western Maryland Steam...Smoke rolled from the chimney and the steam whistle blew on Monday June 29 as the Western Maryland Scenic Railroad put its massive Baldwin locomotive No. 1309 on display. The showcase was held at the WMSR's workshop and train yard in Ridgeley, West Virginia. Several
elected officials and train enthusiasts were in attendance as WMSR representatives showcased the 2-6-6-2
steamer which is now on its wheels. Although the locomotive did not make a run, crews stoked the coalfired steam boiler, and fans were allowed to pull the bar to sound the train whistle. Activity on the train has
stepped up after a successful fundraising drive helped finance the latest round of restoration work.
Since the 1949 Baldwin was purchased in 2014, the WMSR has faced many setbacks trying to get the locomotive on the tracks. Dubbed Maryland Thunder, the return of the No. 1309 steam locomotive could be a
big boost for the scenic railroad and tourism in the immediate area. "We are celebrating that we are more or
less all back together," said John Garner, the railroad's general manager. "There are a few minor things that
still need to be done. But we are celebrating that we have a whole locomotive and it's reunited with its tender
(coal and water supply car) and its running gear is back together also.
Frostburg Mayor Bob Flanigan, who serves on the WMSR board, was at the event. "It has been a long road,
but the road is starting to get real short now," said Flanigan. "We're really excited. The light at the end of the
tunnel, we can see it now." Flanigan also thanks the donors and especially Trains Magazine for its help.
WMSR officials say they hope to have No. 1309 ready for the fall foliage season. They cautioned that any
further setbacks from the coronavirus outbreak could impact the operation.
Mr. Garner said,"As long as the money holds out..and that of course is the wildcard...we are 8-10 weeks to
starting our break-in runs. After that, we hope to be running..that is if COVID-`19 doesn't come back to bite
us.
(Thanks to Greg Larry, Times-News)
Debut of Rio Grande Southern Locomotive...Rio Grande Southern No. 20 will make its public debut at
the Colorado Railroad Museum in Golden, Colorado on August 1, marking the conclusion of a 14 year, $1.5
million restoration for the narrow gauge 4-6-0 built in 1899. Built for the Florence & Cripple Creek, it was
bought by the Rio Grande Southern after the F&CC ceased operations in 1915, and operated until the
1950s. First placed on display in Alamosa, Colorado, it came to Golden when the Colorado Railroad Museum was established in 1959. Its restoration to operating condition began in 2006, and included 12 years undergoing work in Strasburg, Pa., before the disassembled locomotive was returned to Golden last year. The
locomotive's debut will be marked with a brief ceremony at 10 a.m. Then it will power rides around the museum's grounds until 3 p.m. Also on August 1 and continuing on August 2, the Colorado Railroad Museum
and Trains Magazine will host as pop up photo charter with the newly restored 1899 Rio Grande Southern 46-0 No. 20. To take advantage of the best light for images and to provide exclusivity, the event will take
place after the museum closes to the public on August 1 and take place again on the morning of August 2
before the museum opens to the public. RGS No. 20 will pull a freight train, a passenger consist and pose on
the turntable. To reserve a spot call 303 279-4591 Tues - Sun during business hours.
(Thanks to Dutch Tubman via Tom Schultz)
White Pass & Yukon News..With the final cancelation of the Alaska cruise season, the White Pass & Yukon Route has made the difficult but necessary decision to suspend all passenger service for the 2020 operating season. This will mark the first year without passenger service since 1988 when the railroad reopened
after a 6-year shutdown in the early 1980s. White Pass has taken on and overcome many challenges over its
122 year history. We remain hopeful for the future and look forward to resuming service in 2021.
The White Pass & Yukon Route remains dedicated to providing a safe and memorable trip for all that step
aboard. We will take time during this pause in operations to focus on our core products as well as solidify
health and safety protocols for out trains, public spaces and waiting areas. White Pass operates two steam
locomotives: Engine No. 69, a 1908 Baldwin built 2-8-0 and No. 73 a 1947 Baldwin built 2-8-2
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P.O. Box 14157
Cincinnati, OH 45250-0157

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

September 2020 Meeting
The next meeting of the Cincinnati Railroad Club will be virtual using Zoom. Check your
email for invitations ahead of the meeting. See the President's Comments on Page 2 for more
details about meetings. The meeting will be held at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, September 3.
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